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This'report describes'the possiblelpact of the
coprehensve Prilracy Act of 1974, which went into effect/on 27 4.

telitetr 1975. Specificaly, the iiplications of the.act for -1

limitati of disclosure, edjeral information collection, individual
access, private suits; criminal provisions;'and exceptions to the '

pratisions of the,law are detaiaed.110 addition, the formation-of the
'Commission on Privacy is described, Mad possible administtative
problems'are outline4. Speciak attention is given to the role.of the
pregs in regard to the act ,apd to tile relationship between tht
Freedom of,Information Act a5,d'the new provisions, for privacy. It Is
concludedAhat the act', as it beCbmes an effective part of the
-inforialiongatherj.hg-'prdcess,'will provide the public with a mapr,
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THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
I .

This report was written by James T. O'Rellly, an..Dhlo
%attorney.

,

DiScuision of the protection of individual privacy, from
federal intrusion is likely to evoke ir&ges or White House
"enemies lists," of ccostitutional struggles' between civil
libertiee and government prerogatives and, ultimately, of
Orwell's 1984, a chilling vision of electronic monitoring of
even the most intimate act After long years of delpte, a

.7 cOmprehensive federal privacy law passed the Congiress in
1974 as a jkolid legislative decision in favor of individual .
privacy aaM the "right to be left alone."

When thit new statute goes into effect on Septeipber 27,
1975, it is ápecte1 to have a major impact on inpnatlqn
collection by federal .government, on' the' pri acy. of
personal information of those subjeet to federal .studies and
upon those in the news media who rely on the government as
a primary source for information.

The Privacy Act of 1974 was debated and passed by the
Senate on November 21, 1974, the same day that body voted
to override President Ford's veto of the amepdmehts to.the.
Freedom of Informition Act. The complex 'Privacy Act is
replete with phlvisoi, exceptions. and exemptions; thiii
report will attempt to explain its nine key provisionsi. to
suggest-the impact of the pre, ss ap its adoption and, in turn,
its effedt on the *orking Kers, and to identify, the areas of its
coinplementary and conflicting interaction with the
Freedom bf Information Act.

The Privpcy Act is complex because it undertakes to reach
all federal infornihtion-gathering and information-
disclosure operations:. That task alone is formidable.
Congressional inquiry of federal agencies revealed that no
cataloguing of all the various information systems had been
made. A 1971-73 study by the Senate subcommittee on con-
stitutional rights;the best estimate to date, found 858 federal
data banks with 1,246,000,000 files on individhals.' Moreoter,
as S.3418, the priracy bill sponsored by Sen. Sam Ervin
(p-N.C.), took shape from the many privacy proposals that

t to remedy the abuses of federal information systems,
tute gre* in length, scope and complexity.

In its fmal form, the act contains nine key nrovaions :
the

lifatation on disclosures of. individually iden-
tifiable information by federal ageneies; . A

limitation qn the means and purposes of federal ,

data collection from individuals;
published notice of the existence and scope of
federal data banks holding individually-identifiable
informatioh;

an individhal's right of access to his own file;
an Indlvldual's.rlkjit to correct:errors in file in-
formation or to insertln the-file a formal statement
dissenting froth its accuracy;
establishinent of new legal rights to sua the.'
agencies for access to a file, for its correctfon or for
damages incurred as a result Of incorrect data in.
the file;
general application of the act to all files, with
very .narrow exempt classifications;
criminal penalties for misuse or, unauthorized
disclosure of personal inforination frOm'files and .

for maintaining secret .data systems; .and .

oznu, mission. .
establishment of a federal Privecy lotection
St

.

The PriVacy Att applies to federal information %bout
activities 'of private citizens and actions- taken. against
priVate citizens, arwell as to identifying information and
personal data about individuals. It does nst cover part-
nership or corporation files, although files of individual
employee's actions are apparently subject tO the actz In
general, no personal Information may be disciesed by the
keeper except in rigidly defined situations. The four p
virel exceptions on nondisclnsure -under- the a
disclosures made in the bourse of agency activities, one
:"need-to-know" basis; disclosures pursuant to an FoI Act
request; 4isclosures for valid law enforcement 'purposes,
male under a strictly controlled request Procedhre; and
disclosures Ttide to theindividual subject of the file.

Limitations on Disclosure
.v

. In keeping with its "no dirclosure, unless authorized"
rationale, the'act emphasizes the need for "informed con-
sent" of the hadividual, 'both when information is-
collected and when it is released. Transfers of data from a
collecting agency to another federal agency are strictly
controlled. While the drafters intended that commonplace-

.-dliclosures would continue for example, inquiries and
responses about a person's Statuses a federal licensee the
act limits release of the licensee's personal WV rmation
submitted to obtain the license.

Security against "leaks" is provided' br..th hi criminal
-Jpenalties and by'a requirement that agencies affirmatively

,...remind employees of their own "ethical obligation", to
protect the confidential statuS of Cies:. MethOds must. be
adopted to minimize or ellifllnte the potential of file data

'Cense "setbstantial hats% bWTassInent, incoahrenience,-

%Summary:
The Comprehensive-Privacy Act of 1974, which goes into
effect on Sept. 27, 1975, will have a major, iMpact on the
federal government's collection, use and disseminition of
information on individual citizens.
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or unfairness." to thesubjects of the file: l'he act; ,which.
cwitains' innovative provisions for private suits against

apen.les for misuses of information, a* provides
for at. "auciii trail," by Which a person may track doWn those
who aave seen Oie contents of his personal file. He may,
then, from tha t search discover the results.Of the existence:a
incorrect (b. ta,

. Federal hilernia don Collection.
IIIIMPO.71111111161...

t

, Mc liearingS on pri acy legislation raised
. serious questions 'about the pro riety of many federal

dentanda for persona' informatio . Abuses of the collecilton

,

process caused the Congress to a opt extreme limitations on
informationigathering, and at least one official, has .
pkedicted that fewer records he kept by the federal
government.2 Information-ga ering .from individuals will

, be permitted only if an official pt the "highest level" of an
agency .,haa made a determination that i;:ollectione is
necessary to carry out a duty imposed by statute or
executive order, and that other means would not be suf-
ficient to meet.the needs' of the program.

All requests for persOnal information must be 'dearly
marked as'"voluntary" or "mandatory," must state the
legal authority tbr collection, mug reveal the uses and

4 .purposes to which tha agency will' put the information and
must advise the individual of any adverse action which
would result.from failure to respond. No files maybe kept of.' .

an in4ividual's exercise of First Amendment rights unless
they are expressly authorized by congress or are "pertinent
to and Within thascope of an authorized law enforcement .

activity." A description of each data system containirk
personal information, and its legal authorization, must be
published by each federal agency along with procedures by
which individuals can obtain copies of their files. And, 'in
light of the use which may be made of/the inforthation once
disclosed, all information &athered must be kept with the
aceuracy, relevance, timeliness and c(nnpleteneas needed to
assure fair treatment of the subject of the -We.

A single federal publication will list all agency data banks
hich contain individually-identifiable information,' and

4ailure of any agency including the CIA and FBI to
disclose the existence of a data system can be punished by a
$5,000 fine, Advance notice must also .be2tiven Of new file

." k systems, so that indiiiduals who are or may be included will
Anow how to gain a ss to the new files. A list of FBI files
might include, for exkiple, all persons ivho have.subscribed
to specific foreign newspapers; a subscriber may then write
to the agency and obtain access, with some limited ex-,
ceptions, tO his file. Both the,Senate and House bills were ,

insistent that all agencies liae the estence of all personal
files, regardless of the exemptions which might apply to
contents of individual files.3 a:digress intended both that
individuals Anow te scope of data *. gathering and that
Congress have the opportunity to challenge information
collection programs on budgetary Or statutory-authorization

'grounds..

Individual Access

anypeople, the aa's most iipporiant feature is the7
tee oNndividual access. Each citizen has the right to. ...-

ow of tI dstence of the siatems, the existence of an .
individual fil and (with exceptiOns ) thesontents of the File
affecting or relating to that person. Deletions from the file
may Le made for the names of informants, however* after

. onH

!

I

i v I

. .

the. effective date of the act only pie names o these ex-
pressly promised confidentiality can be deleted when files
are' assenibled flogrlease. Releasable informatiOn must be
providedin legi rmat such as copy or comPuter priat-
out..

When an individual receives access to his or1i1e, the
agency must disclose the uses abd the prior recipi nts of that
file, to permit the subject to "trace and correct the further
Uses of any inaccurate information,.or to take any necessary
action to retrieve it from improper disclosure." 4 Th l nature'
and names ef sources, except Where exempt, must Ise be
&Closed. 1r file informs tionis incorrect and tracing.of uses
reveals that such misinformation has resulted in aipad-

. vantage. denial of a government loan, for example the
the agency can be sued for damages. The "Paper maze" .can
be explored in person by the individual, or by mail upon

posive identification from th'e requester to revent im-
written requeti st; in both instances the agency demand .

preper release of information to an impostor..
Wlim an Individual discovers that any file information is

incorrect he is authorized by the act tp make tha necessary
corrections. Through special correetiori& procedures, the
individual may request amendment of his files. The agency,
at fault must acknowledge receipt of such request within ten
days and must "promptly" thereafter decide whether to
correct the records. If the agency insists that tio file is
correct, it must kive the indhddual a statement of reasons,.
an explanation of the agency aieàl process and the name of
the person to whom to addrest the appeal for-corrections.
Upon receipt of appeal, the agency muit decide within 30
days to correct or give the inaMdualhotice of his right to sue
for correction. In addition, the agency must accept for filing
an individual's statement of disagreement or "concise" \
statement of explanation of the 'file information.. Such
stateinents will be made part of the file andmust accompany .

all succeeding releases of tat file. Though the provisions for
-administrative appeaL and- court action regarding access
and correction resemble the FoI Act provisions, the absence
of a fixed deadline for agency response may we1hrman that'
Privacy :Act requesters will be subjected to longer delays . .
than are pernytted by the statutory maximiuns of the FoI .
Act. ' \

.

Private Suits
.

For many years, citizens wer, essentially powerless
defending themselves' against governmpt invasions or
privacy. No such doctrine as sovereign immunity protected ..
their interests.. In 1896, however, Supreme Court Justice
Louis Brarideia, in an article which, was the genesis ot
modehi legal thought on privacy rights, proPosed stronger
remedies for those whose privacy. is invaded by goverik "..-
ment: -.,

It would doubtless beilesireable that the privacy of
the individual should receive the added Protection.
of the criminal law, tnit for this, legislation would
be reqiiireck . The common law has always _

recognized a Man's house as his castle, im-
pregnable, often, even to its own officers engaged in
the execution of its commands. Should the courts
,thus close the front entranee to coustithted
authdrity, and open wide the back door to idle or
prurient curiousity? 5

.The drters, Of the Privacy Act attempted to correct suchlegislative deficiencies by providing liberalized remedies forag0,%tthe state.' Three types of litigation areprovided for in the act. An Individual may, through Court

3 I /



litigations, sueafor access toll* file or fur its amendment or
correction. A person affected may alsd sue for damages
when an agency fails to comply with the act so as to injure

° the person or "fails tO maintain any record concerning the
individual with such accuracy, relevance, timeliness, and

. completeness as is 'necessary to assure fellness. . . ."
Successful litigants in such damages actions will receive a
minimum of $1,000 plus costs and attorneys' fees.

Two different proposals were deleted. The administration
successfully fought a proposal in the. Senate bill that per-
mitted damages to run againsi the 4ndividual employee of
the agency. A minority House report which called ,(61...
punitive damages to be'permitted asan additional award!
when abuses were discovered and proven was also left out of
the final bi11 :8

Although the terms of this remediafsection are attractive
enough to make it likely that much litigation will develop in
the early years Of the act's existence, it should be noted that
the tese to be applied is a strict one. Plaintiffs, must prove
that they were t) e subjects of a recbrd; that the-agency
failed to' use a full measure of fairness in iissuring the
record's relevance, accuracy, timeliness or completeness;
that a debision had been made on the basis of the record
affecting the individual's rights, character, opportinities or
benefits; and tkat an adverse determination was made
based upon the improperly handled record. With this dif-
ficult.burden of proof, it is pivbable that-many more cases
will be filed than won. -

-
n with a $1,009 minim= recovery on civil suitt,

limitations of resouices will,,ecssarf1y restrict'people in
the exercise of their fight to sue. As the Senate report noted,
"private enforcement through litigation is not likely to affect
more than glaring violations of the Act. Much will depend an,
the zeal and the good faith of the Attorney,Cieneral and e
President in enforcing theteims of the new,law. 9

The prosecutorial "zeal" called for by the.Senate
affect many sources of "leaks" of personal information with
.criminal misdemeanorpenalties, including a15,000 fine. Foil
all offenses under the act, both intent and kdowledge of
illegal activity are required as elements of the gOvernment's
proof. The primary prohibition is that against disclbsuSe of
personal information covered by the act Mitay prson or'%
agency not entitled to receive 41 The "agency" langaage

' strengthens the prohibitions agdinst unregulated trans -
of information within federal- agencies, such as from a
licensing agency to a law enforcement unit. Any tr4nsfers
permitted before the act's effective date must be catetullf
documented, and..autherized after September 27, 1975.
Employees who ignore the att =V be criminally liable.

A second criminal provision imposes liability on those who
maintain secret files 1" data bank coneealed from the '
public by*ithholding its existence from the ainual Federal
Register publication, for example. This reflectsVe absolute
congressional mandate that, existence and identification of
all data banksbe a matter of public record.'

\. The final criminal provision authorizes ' prosecution AI ."
anyone who obtains or atterapts to dbtain a personal record
from an agency ander fplse pretenses. This Would cover both
aft outsider's attemptto use the access provisions to obtain
another person's file and an agency aployee's falsification

'ne personal information.- 4

revisions of the' Law

inal ProVisions

!
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genuine concern exitted that Siirse personal information noL

released Wine subjects. National security files main.
ined by the CIA were, felt to deserve a general eZemption

from disclosure: as were the files Of active criminal cases of
ctiminal law enforcement agencies. Specific exemptions

ay be claimed for files within other national security
encies and for other law enforcement purposes, but these

ex ptionp must be firit justified '131e a published set 'of
re ons in. the-Federal Register.

n:'Sam Ervin divided the. "narrow exceptions" to limit.
nati I sectiritY exemptions into two classifications:
natia1 defense posture and matterstoncerning "sensitive
deali gswith foreign qOuntries." 19 He also stated during the,

Senate debate that the head of an agency engaged iri
cri lavt.enforcement could invoke an exemption if he
found that the dissemination.provisions of the act "would
Wipe e the accomplithment of his department's

. prof onal 'duties or statutcry duties." In repOnse to a
questi Sen. Ervin specifically limited the intended
covera of the exemptions to agencies which have a
nationa security or criminal law enforcement milsion, and
he e ded agencies like Commerce or Agriculture

ts,' some, of whose functions could affect the
national rity or foreign- pplicy. ".

, In ke with the congressional fear that lecret in-
formation hakpaused unrecognized harm to individuals, the
exempti wikethemselves subject to at exernption. If any

, requester n show the agency or a court that maintenance
of the info tion may affect hit eligibility for any "right,

4 prWilege, benefit," the reCord,rnust be disclosed; only
the names informants may be deleted. And the availabili-
ty or er 1 agefiCy, exemptions .from disclosure may be

or,Coggress and the Justice Department are
King on another prracy statute to, sup-
vacy Act in the area of law enforcement

,

short-lived,
separately

- plexaent the
records. 12

of authority to ex

Exceptions to the

The att's broi provisions have , several narrow' ex-
ceptions, wfiich Congress applied tolhote areas where a

- .8 I.

. Tht.CoMmiss

The privac
viscry
proposals r
relatively =a

Privacy

Act also, establishes a seven-member ad-
-on to study Many, of the inComplete_ privacy

in thet development of the act.VWith a
bidget of $1,500,000, the commisSion Is

*charged with a broad variety bf inquiries and With the
,drafting of legislation to c.orrectoversights in the act itself.
Among,the topics for study are; private( data bank access
and maintenande regulations;' local and regional govern-
pient data bank standards like those in the act; collection,
sbxage anti use Of personal information inThanking in-
surance, education. and "telecommunications media" data
systems; mailing list regulation; and a propesal that the
Internal Relienue Service' be prohibited from transferring

' personal information to other. . agencies, or to state
authorities:. ManY objections of the Ford Administration to
sorne privacy proposals were accommodated by 'deleting
objectionable sections and referring those issues for further
study by the commistion.°

Administrative Problemi

The Privaey Act requires each agency to publish a com-
:plgte Hst Of all recOrds systems which contain individually .
identifiable information, and to 'establish rules regulating
maintenance, collection and access to those files. In the
*firma' Federal Register. collec 'on of Privacy. Act
publications, each agenCy's rules*. access, appealt and
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exeniptiOns must be pibllshed at the same time that the
agency lists the name each data system, its routine uses,
rategories of persons lated, information sources used and
other information abott the system. The first publication is
scheduled for Sttetnber 27, 1975, but there are indicatione-
that the deadline may not be met. A request by the Office of
Management and Budget to move the. deadline back to
March, 1976 Was approved by the Senate but not finally /
adopted.-L Ironically, OMB's 'own deadlines for agency/
preparation of Privacy Act information have already been
Missed by more than half the federal agencies.15

When a request for access is \ received, the agency
required (unless exempted) to slate whether a file exis
and, if ,it does, to make the file available in a legible form
the individual. A file may be requested in person or by mail,
and only fl reasonable copying charge may be required.
The agency is required by the act to take precautions to
make fiositive identification of the requester as the subject
Gf the file. If.ach request is governed by agency rules and b
the act's exceptions; it is predictable that criminal file
requests will be the first cases to be litigated under The act.

Handling Privacy Act requests will be a burdenSome chore
for the agencies. Agencies wjll receive a wide variety of
requests from a wide variety of requesters, and ironically
they cannot even demand the Social Security number of a
requester as a condition of identifying the file subject,
because another section of the Privacy Act restricts that
numberslise as an identifier. -

The workload on agencies such as the FBI and Justice
,Department can be expectedto exceed the flood of requests
which accompartied the Fol Act amendments in early 1975,
During that peripd, much of the 'Justice Department's at-
tention was devoted to Fol, requests to the detriment of Other
actiVitieS and the Privacy Act requests will bf even more.
work for the same budgetary resources.

Costs of the Privacy Act legislation will be high during the
first of two fiscal yeari, as publication requirements,'
computer time and processing of requests cause eriormou'S
demands on administrative time and energies. No coat
estimate was made whilethe act was still being developed;
incleed,l_the OMB advised' the Senate that such a cost
estimate was 1mpossible!6In 'lieu' of a cost estimate', the
Senate report quered film a report on privacy protection
activitiesprepared for the Department of Health, Ethication
and Welfare:

We believe that the'cost 'to most organizations 'col-
changing4beir customary practices in order to
assure ad/It'rence to our recommended safeguards
will-is higher in management attention and psychic

ergy than in dollars. These costs can be regarded
in part as deferred costs that should already haye
been incurred tOprotect personal privacy, and in
part as insurance against future problems that ma),
re ult from adverse effects of automated personal
dat.il systems.17 . -

The absence of iy legislatiVe estimate of tests Makes it
probable that no real estimate will be available for 18-24
months from the December 319.1974 date of enactment'. .

S.
Press Involvement With the Act

. .

The losscaused by the Privacy,Act of "inside" sources of
information is a. seriods concern of the press. During
developinent of the legislation, groups such as the'Arnerican

Society of Newspaper Editors raised three issues which are
dealt with in the final statute: a .concern that reporters'
contacts with agencies be less Strietly regulated than other
contacts; a, fear that the beneficial aspects of "whistle-
blowing" against misconduct in office, may be lost under
criminal penalties; and a desire to preserve uses of. the Fol
Act in achieving access.

"Nonregular access" recording was the first press con-
cern. Instead of a file-by-file history of information
recipients, which wOuld have been burdensoMe and would
have immediately identified press contacts by person, date
and reason, the act creates instead an "audit trail" a
classification of regular users which can include members of
the press along with agency employees and' which does not
require specific recording. The agency retaittS discretion to
make-the press "nonregular" end thus to require file-by-file
recording of access, but it' is hoped by the. changed
classifications that press access will be usually considered
" gular."

The Senate report viewed "whistle-blowing" as a virtue,
especially in areas of official misconduct, *since it con-
tributes to "disclosure of wrong-doing to Congress and the
press which helps to promote 'open governmenr."18 'the
Senate responded to this by deleting the Sanctions against
such disclosure'provided by section ( i)( 1); but this provision
was later reinserted and appears in the act, although the
statutory standard for conviction is specific and may be
difficult to prOve.90n the other hand, the penalties structure
is sfmilar to the criminal sanctions applied to discloSure of
inforMation about trade secrets, tax information, etc. If
the person can be found who leaked inforination to the press
about an employee's past history ce a licensee's statement of
personal incorne, criminal prosecution could result.

The third press concern iPiltich affected the act's
development was its interrelationship with the Fa- Act,
Conditions on the disclosure of inforMation, such ai
reporting of contactS and pledges of, confidentiality in
handling, were deleted by Cong;ess in' response 'to these
concerns. The Senate COmmittee found it unreasonable and
"contrary to the spirit" oE the FoI Actsto impose,such con-
ditions on FOI disclosure:

While the Committee intends in this legislation to
implement the guarantees of individual privacy, it
also intends to make available to the press and
public all possible information concerning the
operations of the Federal Government.in order to
prevent secret data banks and unauthorized in-
vestigative programs on Americans. 20

The Act's Impact on the Press

The methods of Washington journalists; Will not be gOatly -
chatiged by the Privacy Act, though the availability of
background data on individuals from -"sources close to" or
"sources' within the" agencies may be lessened' by the
criminal and administrative provisions of the If agen-
cies choose to use specific recording of press contacts rather
than the more vague "audit trail" T.:Classifications of
"routine" access, there will be a means fOr tracinr 'leaks."
And the past practice' of information coflection through
telephoned pseudonyms may ceioe when rePorters leariV
that even the attempt to geOinformation under false ,

pretenses .carries a $5,000 fine.
An obvious benefit of the act for titie press is ,tahe required

publication of each and'every.federal recOrdS system. la
'federaragency has a computerized data bank on collige
demonstration participants or of contributors to ,,radical
causes, the identity, uses and autherlzation fo.p. the sy4em

r



will become public knowledge. According to the Senate
report, the press will contribute to Privacy Act enforcement
"through its investigation and exposure of wrongdoing, a
function 'eased' by the requirements . . that decisions be
made on the open record by responaible officials and that
precise notices be published containing the details of
government policy where it affects personal privacy." 21

The/ Privacy Act may be predicted to provide much
. newsworthy material for journalists. Apart from the more
sensational incidents such as the attack by Rep. Hells Abzug
(D-N.Y.) on the CIA for maintaining a file on her attorney-
client traniactions, the press will undoubtedly find long-
term interest in two typea ot lawsuits arising from the act.
Damages actiotis will be brought against age)ncies by per-
Sons who belatedly discover that errors in federal data
ceased them to be denied'jobs, loans or other privileges. For
the first dine, there may be large judgments against federal
agencies for losses incurred because of dissemination of
erroneous or detrimental file information from agency to
agency. The second type of privacy suit will concern
Correction ef disputed file statements; agencies which insist
that a file item is correct should anticipate being sued and
should also expect an additional challenge in many cases to
the agency's authority for collecting the information.

Reporters covering Congress can expect a flurry of bills to
revoke agency authority to collect certain types of in-
formation on citizens, once the whole scope of federal data-
collection becomes known. One purpose of the Federal
Register listing, according to the congressional reports on
the act, is to alert Congress to systems whiCh Congress may
have oveapoked and may want to eliminate for budgetary or
pubstantiVe reasons.

The.PriVacy Act and the.FoI Act

It was appropriate that the FoI Act amendm
Privacy Act should have been debated and
Senate on the same day, November 21, 1974. The
the newer Privacy Act are complementary in their a
of more open government, but they differ in two
respects.

The FoI Act mandates disclosure, with narrow exceptions
cowling -trade secrets, national security information, .
criminal law enforcement files and files, which would if
disclosed constitute "unwarranted invasions of personal
privacy.", By co t the Privacy' Act mandates non-
disclosure of i vidually identifiable information and is
concerned wi informed consent of the file subject prior to

t dissemination of the information. As aany gov
second distinction, the Privacy Act imposes an affirmative
responsibility on each-agency-to-adept-rules and regulations,
while the FoI Act responsibilities rest on a case-liy-case
determination by each federal agency. Writing in National
Journal 'Reports, journalist Richard E. Coherrassessed the
quandary posed by these two statutes:

While the,.goal of each law is similar more'
responsible collection and uSe of federal records
the means of attaining 'the goals are sufficiently

(different that some federal officials contend.they
may face an Orwellian dilemma of violating, one
law if they release a record and violating ths other
law if they do not release the same record. 22

On.careful review, this problem is of less concern than it
appears at first .glance. The FoI Act permits an agency
discretionaiy aothority to disclose or to refuse disclosure of
"personnel and medical.and similar' files, the disclesure of
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which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of
privacy." u The freedom' of the agenc)r to decide to release
rather than to claim the exemption has been upheld by
several recent court cases. Thus, a subMitter at In-
formation has no real authority to prevent its dissemination
if an agency decides 'not to claim thti; right to exempt that
information from disclosure. A Privacy Act refusal to
disclose, then; or an authorized disclosure in accordance
with that act, will generally not result in any liability under
the FoI Act. The House version of the Privacy Act proposed
to limit routine disclosures to those "which would not vielate
the spirit of the Freedom of Information Act by constituting
a 'clearly unwarranted invaaion of personal plivacy',"
but this was not adopted, 24

Section,(q) of the Privacy Act specifically prevents the use
of FoI Act exemptions to deny individuals access to their
own files. It is reasonable to predict that, wherever
disclosure to the file subject is concerned, the FoI Act will be
no bar to disclosure; but the requests from outsiders for FoI
release of personal information will be much more likely to
meet. denials.

Uncerta int/ about releasevill become a problem in delays
at the agency level. Unlike the provision far responses within
specified time limits to F of requests ten days for initial
response and 20 days for appeals the response to a Privacy
Act request need meet no-time deadline. Even when the
agency is sued for access under the Privacy Act's suit
provisions, the courts are not required to, give special
treatment to the litigation, as ,they are required to "ex-
pedite" the Fol sults. Delay will be inevitable under the
terms el the Privacy Act if agencies choose to approach it
as an administrative headache rather than as a beneficial
aspect of "openness" in government.

Conclusion

P.5

On September 27, 1075, the business of government in-
formation-gathering will reach a milestone'as a of a
deliberate congressional choice in favor of vidual
privacy. Secret intelligence operations like the "White
House Plumbers" became the catalyst for long-gestating
proposals ,toward a comprehensive privacy protection
statute.As the act ,becomes at effective part of the in-
formation-gathering process, it will provide a major check
fqr members of the public upon the performance of govern-
ment's function, as a colleCtur, digestor and disseminator of
personal data on citizens.

During debate On the act, Sen. Edmund Muskie, (D:Me.)
quoted former HEW Secretary Elliot Richardson:
"Government is not the owner of information on individuals,
but only the trustee." 25 As the press and the public monitor
its performance, governtheni may begin to treat public fileS"
as a public trust.
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